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ABSTRACT 

Peripheral neuropathy is one of the major diseases that 

has been diagonised with the symptoms of foot ulceration, 

gait instability, sensory loss and is being strongly related to 

diabetes type-II. Often the diabetes type –II patients have 

been falling a prey to fall-related injuries and amputation. 

Peripheral neuropathy is said to affect the nerves outside the 

spinal cord and the brain. The damages caused by peripheral 

neuropathy is said to be much more with increased blood 

sugar levels, called Dermatomes. There are two types of 

peripheral neuropathy, which affects human system. They 

are  Mononeuraphy and Polyneuraphy.  About 70-

80%people with diabetes is said to eventually develop 

peripheral neuropathy. The diagnose of type I or type II 

diabetes, the risk factors that predict low-risk feet or high-

risk feet, a predictor for amputation, postoperative treatment 

has been termed as the workflow related to peripheral 

neuropathy. 

Keywords— Peripheral neuropathy,Spinal cord, type II 

Diabetics, Dermatomes, Mononeuraphy and polyneuraphy. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Peripheral neuropathy is the malfunctioning of the 

nerves due to the nerves being damaged or destroyed. The   

normal functioning of the nerves is disrupted. Pain signals 

may be sent by the nerve when there are no issues causing 

pain or pain signals may not be sent by the nerve when there 

is a severe harm. This may be due to a chronic disorder 

which is either be inherited or is caused by any deficit such 

as deficit of vitamin B12.Peripheral neuropathy is classified 

under 100 different types, depending upon the nerve 

damage. The sensory nerves, motor nerves, autonomous 

nerves are the three types of peripheral nerves. Sensory 

nerves connect with skin. Motor nerves connect with 

muscles. Autonomous nerves connect with internal organs. 

All the nerve groups or any one of them may be affected, 

depending on the severity of malfunctioning of nerves. The 

symptoms are tingling sensation, numbness, sharp stabbing 

pain, dropping things frequently, shocking sensation, 

diarrhoea, constipation, excessive sweating. The persons 

who have a high blood pressure, who are over the age of 40, 

who have diabetes and  those who have a family history 

have more risk factor. 

Peripheral neuropathy predictor for amputation is one of 

the real world data-centric workflows which can be 

considered for optimization. The most common forms of 

neuropathy are peripheral sensory motor neuropathy and 

autonomic neuropathy. The peripheral limbs get affected 

eventually if the person has diabetes for more than 15 years. 

Those persons who are chain smokers, who have high 

cholesterol, high blood sugar levels, aged persons, alcoholic 

persons, obese persons have more risk factors for peripheral 

neuropathy. The other chronic disorders that causes 

peripheral neuropathy are deficiency of vitamin B-1, B-6, 

B-12, E, a chronic kidney disorder that leads to excessive 

toxins built up in the body, inflammation disorder that 

spreads to nerves. Carpal tunnel syndrome is a common 

type of peripheral neuropathy that causes increased pressure 

in the median nerve, a nerve in the wrist that is responsible 

for feeling and movement in hand. Exposure to heavy 

metals like lead and mercury, chemical hazards in 

workplaces, toxic chemicals, and pesticides can alleviate 

this disorder. Intake of medications, autoimmune disorders, 

infections also causes severe nerve damage. 

Electromyography is the best diagnostic test for peripheral 

neuropathy disorder. Vitamin deficiency can be corrected by 

intake of supplements; Nerve entrapments can be given 

physical therapy, injections and surgery. Autoimmune 

diseases, where the immunity system attacks one’s own 

tissue can be treated with proper medications to resolve 

neuropathy. One of the key predictor for amputation in 

diabetes patients is neuropathy. So there is a necessity to 

spot early symptoms and medication at the earliest. 

 

Workflows can be used to model tangled, intertwined 

real-world problems. Workflows can be used to orchestrate 

activities, services and multiple computational tasks. The 

activities which are known as tasks can process data 

partitions or chunks, can be locally executed or remotely 

executed,   can be black box or white, static or dynamic and 

can have various access methods. Workflows deal with the 

voluminous amount of data and the data gets transformed in 

all these activities with normally anticipated dependencies 

and arbitrary dependencies between them. The  

control-centric workflows are used in business process 

management and they highlight the passing of control across 

tasks, where branching execution, iterations, are given 

importance and  transmitting and sharing data across tasks is 

given second priority. Only a subset of nodes in control-

centric workflows corresponds to activities, while the 
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remaining nodes denote events and gateways, as in the 

business process management (BPMN) standard. The total 

execution time taken for workflow execution is known as 

makespan. Science workflows deal with resources in a 

distributed environment where resources may join and leave 

at any time and the scientific workflows must be able to 

adapt to the dynamic nature of the environments.  

Multitier web applications, big data applications, 

interpretation applications are represented using workflows. 

Mostly scientific workflows require HPC platforms. 

Scalability in these platforms is achieved by virtualization in 

the cloud.Workflow execution in a cloud environment 

consists of two main phases: i) resource provisioning ii) 

mapping of these resources to the tasks. The process of 

mapping tasks to resources is known as workflow 

scheduling. Software-defined networks, software-defined 

clouds and software-defined cloudlets are the recent 

emerging platforms where the scientific workflows can be 

considered for optimization. Synthetic, crowd and real-

world workflows can be pruned and given for workflow 

optimization. 

    The granularity of a task refers to the amount of 

computational work done by a task.A fine-grained work is 

the breakdown of workflow into many equal tasks with an 

equal share of work that can be executed parallel in many 

processors. Coarse-grained workflow has unequal-sized 

tasks and the computation time of each task may vary. 

Provenance refers to the metadata generated during 

computation and with the help of that one can provide 

lineage of data after each computation. Optimization of 

data-centric workflows is not a trivial issue because any 

workflow that behaves optimally in the present may be 

suboptimal in future due to dynamic changing conditions. 

This survey mainly discusses on techniques applicable to        

workflows, comprising of arbitrary types of data 

manipulation steps and semantic inter-dependencies 

between such steps. Further, it serves a twofold purpose. 

First, the main dimensions of the relevant optimization 

problems and the types of optimizations that occur before 

execution flow is discussed, second to provide a concise 

overview of the existing approaches with a view to 

highlighting key observations and areas deserving more 

attention. [1] 

 

Fig .1. DAG of Scientific workflows [2] 

   A small twenty node montage workflow, Soya knowledge 

base (SoyKB) workflow and Epigenomics workflow are 

shown respectively. Montage is one of the benchmark 

datasets for astronomy-related scientific workflows, where 

the images of the sky   from different surveys, telescopes are 

combined together as photorealistic, tiled single image. 

Montage is I/O bound and has low memory and CPU 

resources. SoyKB is a web resource for soybean 

translational genomics and this web portal uses PGen, 

which does genomics variation workflow in a large scale 

data. The science workflows run in HPC clusters in 

commercial clouds. These pipelines can be automated with 

their interdependencies, scheduled in an energy efficient, 

computational cost-effective and fault-tolerant way.These 

workflows can have a lineage(provenance data) from log 

files and from voluminous metadata generated at each level 

such as the input file for each task, output for each task 

etc.They have abstractions i.e the complexities of data can 

be shielded from users and scalability with respect to data 

and infrastructure due to elastic nature of clouds.Hence 

optimization of the workflows is of paramount 

importance.Performance of the workflow, reliability, 

process enhancement and other objectives related to the real 

world scientific data are considered for optimization . 

    Composition, deployment, execution and analysis are the 

four   phases of workflow.  Optimization can be considered 

in deployment phase where a concrete workflow execution 

plan may be constructed, with fine-tuned details such as 

workflow engine, reliability, process enhancement and other 

objectives related to the real world scientific data. 

 

Fig .2. Five conceptual layers in science workflows 

The science workflows which are data-centric, have five 

layers  as shown in Fig 1.2, namely presentation layer, user 

services layer, WEP generation, WEP execution and the 

infrastructure layer. The presentation layer deals with the 

user interface. The user service layer comprise of monitoring 

workflows and components for the provision of data. 

Refactoring and parallelization are dealt in WEP layer, 
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where optimization is considered.WEP execution layer deals 

with workflow execution, that is the optimized workflow and 

scheduling that considers fault tolerance, deadline constraints 

etc.The infrastructure layer deals with workflow execution 

and its interaction with physical resources. There may be 

optimizations done in WEP execution layer, but the 

importance is given to WEP generation layer for 

optimization.  The terms tasks and activities are used 

interchangeably. The precedence of tasks where one task or 

activity precedes before next task or activity is considered in 

the partial ordering of tasks. 

 DIMENSIONS FOR OPTIMIZATION  

There are two levels of optimizing workflows in 
workflow generation layer;one is high level and the other is 
low level. In high-level optimization, the entire task 
sequence at a final level is considered, whereas, in low-level 
optimization metadata such as the size of each task, size of 
each data input per task, the cost for invoking a particular 
task etc are considered. The factors that are considered when 
optimizing data-centric workflows in WEP generation layer 
are, what effect does it have on WEP execution layer, the 
optimization solution is accurate or approximate, the domain, 
the impact it has on WEP execution layer, whether the 
optimization has adaptability, the metadata that generated in 
this process etc. The dimensions that are considered are the 
i)level of the mechanisms, high level or low level, adaptive 
or static mechanisms, which briefs about dealing with the 
entire workflow action in its entirety with no changes in 
future or the work flow can be revised during execution 
ii)metadata that includes dependencies such as  the profile of 
the task, schemata of the task, vertex cost, edge cost, 
selectivity, QOS properties, size of data  and workflow 
engine details, iii)objectives such as performance, reliability, 
availability, monetary cost etc, iv)solution types may be 
accurate, approximate or heuristic, v)the execution 
environment which is centralized, distributed or parallel, 
vi)the application domain which can be real time online or 
batch processing, which can further be classified as ETL, 
science workflows, generic workflows, web services, 
business process, data integration and queries. The DAG 
representation of a science workflow can be represented as 
graph G (V, E) where V represents vertices and E represents 
the edges. 

 

Fig. 3. DAG representation of Data-centric workflows  

High-level logical optimizations would be reforming the 
original abstract workflows to fine-tuned workflows by 
stringently maintaining the dependencies between them. The 
high level, logical data flow optimization types are classified 
as the introduction of a task, ordering of tasks, task removal, 
merging of tasks and decomposition of tasks. The low-level 
data flow optimization is denoted by a tuple 
<implementation, execution engine, and configuration>.The 
logical equivalent of the task should be implemented that 
meets the exact objectives of optimization. For execution 
engine selection, the most vital entity ,massively parallel 
engine such as Hadoop cluster is considered. The 
configuration property involves  number of cores, CPU, 
memory allocation etc[4]. 

To further elaborate on performance which is a 
optimization objective, the factors that are considered are 
response time minimization, minimum consumption of 
resources, minimization of the sum of task cost and edge 
cost, minimization of cost on the Critical path, throughput 
maximization and minimization of the task cost of the most 
expensive task for reducing the bottleneck problems. 
Bottleneck represents the response time when all the tasks of 
the flow are executed in a pipelined manner and each task is 
executed on a different processor assuming enough cores are 
available for performance as an optimization objective, that 
depends on the trustworthiness of the tasks that deals with  
the measure of  confidence in the successful execution of  
workflow and fault tolerance of tasks, that is the resilient 
nature of tasks to execute the flow even in case of failure of 
tasks[5]. 

The solution types which are accurate, approximate and 
heuristic, depends upon the real world data set taken by the 
developer. For most of the big data in science, workflows, 
which are difficult to track, can be solved within a scalable 
way, with guaranteed  approximation  bounds. The execution 
environment can be centralized with a single node that acts 
as an execution engine, parallel execution by a node that acts 
as an engine on top of homogeneous clusters, distributed 
execution by heterogeneous, remote nodes that act as 
execution engines [6]. 

 OPTIMIZATION MEASURES 

TASK ORDERING 

Task ordering techniques are deployed mainly to 
optimize performance. A cost metric m (vi) to each vertex vi 
∈ V,i = 1...n is calculated. Minimization of the cost metric of 
the maximum task cost (a task that consumes major 
resources), sum of the execution cost of all the tasks, tasks in 
the critical path and maximization of throughput are the 
criteria considered for optimization. Cost to each vertex vi 
along with its outcoming edges eij, j = 1...n (denoted as 
c(vi,eij)) can also be assigned. Dynamic programming is used 
for task ordering, but it has an exponential complexity of 
(O(2n)) for a linear, non distributed flow. Topological 
sorting of the workflows can be done in an exhaustive 
manner that is more scalable than dynamic programming but 
has worst time complexity O (n!).State space search is yet 
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another technique that is used for optimization. In a branch 
and bound technique, a complete workflow can be 
constructed from a simple sub work by appending tasks[7]. 

Heuristic solutions for large workflows exploit the 
technique of task ordering by allowing state transitions, 
between two adjacent tasks. The pair of adjacent tasks can be 
swapped by preserving dependencies. This will yield a low 
cost and will be applied in ETL flows and in parallel and 
distributed execution environments with streaming or batch 
input data. This technique can be combined with another 
heuristic known as task merge. The ordering of the tasks 
based on a rank value which is determined by 1-sel(vi)/c(vi) 
where sel(vi) is the selectivity of vi and c(vi) is the cost of 
(vi).Fault tolerance can be combined with minimization of 
the sum of the tasks cost by introducing a function g() which 
defines the number of faults that can be tolerated in a 
specific time period. Bottleneck task cost can be reduced by 
dividing that task into pipelined tasks which can be 
considered as a sub-workflow and optimization can be 
performed for that sub-workflow [8]. 

Tasks that lie on the Critical path and bottleneck tasks 
can be combined to give a multi-objective optimization 
function. To maximize throughput and leverage pipelined 
parallelism, the filter operators of a workflow need to be 
reordered. The task cost model can be given by   the cost  

 -------(1) 

Where the cost of the i
th

 task is the selectivity of the task 
and cost per data unit.  c(vi)=rs(vi) is another cost model 
which describes the size of the results rs of vertex .The cost 
can also be a weighted sum of the three factors manly CPU, 
I/O and data shipping costs. The processing cost( proc) and 
the cost to partition and merge data partition can be added 
and given as a cost. In a distributed environment, the data 
communication cost is dependent on sender and receiver 
tasks and the edge cost is taken into account. Single input, 
single output tasks, multiple inputs or multiple outputs tasks 
are considered for complex workflow optimization. Adaptive 
data flow optimization is a challenging domain considered 
for data optimization [9]. 

There may be multiple implementations for a task and 
there is a need to decide which one is optimal for execution. 
There may be different vertex costs for each task in the 
candidate list of implementations and the task may run in 
map-reduce mode or single machine mode. Again if there are 
multiple WS implementations for a task to call a remote task, 
but depending upon the choice of normalized metadata of 
each WS, the optimal WS is chosen. The heuristics of each 
task may be applied on the fly, leading to adaptive data flow 
optimization. Ant colony optimization, swarm intelligence, 
cuckoo algorithms may be applied to select the Optimal Web 
service before execution.  

Simulated annealing, greedy algorithms are considered 
for the degree of parallelism and the monetary cost of 
acquiring resources from the cloud is considered. The 
overhead of splitting data to parallel tasks and merging them 
should be lower than the overhead of execution. The other 

main factors considered are the cluster in the HPC provided 
by the cloud execution environment, the number of map 
reduce slots. The shuffling patterns are the important factors 
to be considered. Docker implementation of the data-centric 
workflows is mandatory for producing the reproducibility of 
the optimal workflows is mandatory. 

 TASK INTRODUCTION 

A new node that has the current flow state is introduced 
in the workflow in order to replicate tasks and recovery 
points in a workflow without the need for re-computation. 
After task ordering by preserving the dependencies, all 
possible places need to introduce new recovery points.A 
filtering task can be introduced at the end of the workflow to 
enable users to query and filter only the subset of the original 
data. Sorting, filtering, joining of data which is used in 
traditional database query optimization is suited for ETL 
flow. 

 TASK REMOVAL, MERGE, DECOMPOSITION 

Duplicate tasks that keep performing the same work, 
again and again, can be deleted and only a single copy of the 
task can be present  in the final workflow execution. The task 
can be removed without disturbing the semantics and to 
improve performance. Merging of tasks with similar 
functions into one whole task to improve performance can be 
implemented. Map Reduce job can be considered where the 
sole aim of the merger would be to produce few and large, 
complex tasks and reduce the search time in state space. The 
common map only jobs and the common reduce only tasks 
are considered to be merged for optimization. A task can also 
be split into more tasks, which will result in a modified set of 
vertices v and fine granularity of tasks. 

TASK IMPLEMENTATION 

There may be multiple implementations of the same task 
and the decision of the best implementation that suits the 
criteria for optimization is considered. If a task has a call to a 
web service and many equivalent web services, a task can 
run in a single machine mode or a multi-machine mode. The 
task profile of all the tasks with the metadata can be 
considered for optimization when selecting the 
implementation type for the task. The task implementation 
selection decision should be combined with other criteria for 
the optimal implementation. 
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Table 1. Solution type 

 
 Fig .4.  Peripheral Neuropathy with predictors for     
             Amputation 
In Fig 4 Peripheral neuropathy dataset is taken and the 

various implementations that are the predictors for 

amputation and the stages of treatment are selected based on 

the optimization are illustrated.The peripheral Neuropathy 

dataset is a synthetic data set acquired online is given for the 

task prediction for amputation.There may be various 

predictions for the implementation of the prediction, the 

accurate and the optimal predictor implementation is chosen 

and given for the stages of treatment task.The various levels 

of treatment depending on the severity of the problem is 

chosen and are given for postoperative treatment .The latter 

results may be documented in an external database.The 

twitter stream sentiment analysis is yet another example . 

  

THE MANIFESTATION OF EXISTING 

SOLUTIONS FOR THE OPTIMIZATION OF 

WORKFLOWS 
 

The criteria, solution type, objectives and mechanisms 

are listed in the table 1.  

 

EXECUTION ENGINE SELECTION 

When there are multiple options available for execution 

engines in a distributed parallel execution for executing ETL 

workflows, again the selection of best execution engine that 

suits the optimization criteria such as performance, fault 

tolerance, time, cost, monetary cost, reliability are 

considered. The traits used for the best optimal 

implementation of a task can also be used in the selection 

execution engine. Execution engine will have the 

characteristics of replication, migration, retry, checkpointing, 

re-starting etc. Heuristics take into account vertex costs, edge 

costs, constraints on the capability of the engine to execute 

certain tasks and can be combined with a dynamic 

programming for optimization of a specific form of DAG[]. 

The specific cloud machines, instances selection along with 

other configuration parameters can be used for execution 

engine selection. When a task requires multiple engines for 

execution, then it has be exhaustively analyzed and allocated 

on different execution engine to meet the objectives. 

EXECUTION ENGINE CONFIGURATION 

The platforms that support parallel data flow such as 
Hadoop and spark can be configured for optimization. 
Variable sized bin packing is used for implementation of the 
task.It allocates resources to it dynamically for 
execution[9].To decide the number of slots on each node 
which is apparent in Map Reduce clusters to exploit the 
degree of parallelism is emphasized in [10].Map reduce 
systems have more than one hundred configuration 
parameters. Certain key parameters are taken into 
consideration such as the number of the map, reduce, to use 
compression or not and their combinations are checked and 
then the impact of other parameters are considered [11].what 
if the analysis is discussed in [12], which implements a 
random search with real and hypothetical input parameters 
and this has efficient task migrations at runtime. The degree 
of parallelism should be considered when the communication 
latency between the partitioned tasks is less and , split, merge 

       
Criteria 

Solution type Objective mechanisms Refs, Year 

Qos  Heuristic To find 
schedule map 
for user-
defined 
deadline and 
budget 
constraints 

Time and cost 
consumption of 
each task is 
reduced by a 
cost-efficient 
factor. 

[3], 2016 

Files stored 
in multisite 
clouds 

Approximate  Time and cost 
estimation of 
workflows 

Fragment 
scheduler 

[4],2016 

Memory Approximate To implement 
multilevel 
storage 
hierarchy in 
HPC 
platforms 

Binning of 
workflow tasks 

[5],2017 

Number of 
tasks, size 
and type  
of the data 
from 
CIVET 
workflow  

Metaheuristic Optimization 
is done in 
mapping   
stage 

Selection of a 
candidate set, 
fitness function, 
crossover, 
mutation and a 
threshold 
function. 

[6,2017] 

Sub-
workflows 

Metaheuristic Grouping of 
similar 
workflows 

Centroid-based 
clustering  

[7],2017 

Tasks Accurate Fault tolerant 
clustering & 
scheduling of  
workflows 

Dynamic 
clustering of 
tasks 

[8], 2016 
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operations overhead is not higher than the execution 
overhead. Optimizations can also be implemented in a chip 
processor level and the compiler decides whether to run a 
low-level command in a pipelined fashion or in a SIMD 
(Single instruction multiple data) parallelism. 

EVALUATION APPROACHES 

     Evaluation approaches are based on the workflow type, 

data used to instantiate workflows and the implementation 

environment. Mostly simulation of a real execution 

environment is used for evaluating our optimizations 

solutions for workflows. By extending Pentago Kettle tool 

and a Map Reduce engine complex ETL flows can be 

evaluated for approximation [13].Cumulon, map reduce 

based prototype is used in [14].Taverna, Web sphere 

Process server can be extended and used for science 

workflow optimization.Analytical algorithms such as Page 

Rank, K-means, logistic regression and naïve Bayes can be 

used for evaluation of optimization in scientific workflows. 

Optimization in massively parallel processing systems such 

as a spark, Hadoop where scalability in terms of computing 

nodes and complex big data are handled require input in Pig 

Latin, Hive, SparkSQL and automatically DAG gets 

generated.  Spark has special tools such as spark core cluster 

computing engine, Spark SQL, spark streaming, MLib and 

GraphX with their corresponding functions .The network 

bandwidth, amount of data read can be considered for 

optimization in such parallel systems. Optimization 

approaches such as leveraging cached data, columnar 

storage, compression, early partial aggregation  reduces the 

amount of data to be  transferred in shuffle phase and can be 

of the specific form of task implementation as discussed in 

Section 3.3.Flink, PatFOR are another examples of systems 

employing optimization.[15] discusses the various 

parameters in the benchmark for evaluating science 

workflows. 

    Various benchmark parameters such as the size of the 

workflow, structure of the workflow, size of the input data, 

workflow selectivity, latency ,make span, system resource, 

execution order for ETL workflow and the number of 

instances of ETL workflows that run concurrently, measures 

of data freshness ,data consistency, resilient to failures, 

measures for speed, measures for partitioning, 

maintainability measures, pipelining measures are 

considered. Apache spark transforms the flow submitted by 

the user in a DAG and there is an internal optimization 

component catalyst which modifies the internal code 

structure and then captures the executable DAG. Spark 

SQL, Apache storm and Spark streaming support real-time 

streaming analytics.Zoomdata,a visualization tool works 

with spark streaming. Tableau, Qlik, and PowerBI, support 

Spark. Oracle’s Big Data Discovery tool runs on Spark in 

Oracle Cloud. Both spark and Hadoop coexist in the same 

nodes in a cluster for efficient execution of workflows. 
Spark makes use of the concept of RDD to achieve faster 

and efficient Map-Reduce operations as data sharing is slow 

in Map Reduce.Caching of the resilient distributed dataset 

(RDD) is a very efficient feature that caches the data that is 

downloaded from HDFS, which is be used for long-term 

storage. 

 

  CONCLUSION 
 

    Peripheral neuropathy is the  most chronic disease that is 

available in India where, upto 2.7 % people affected. In the 

worldwide the same disease affected nearly 6.72 million 

people. The disease is literally message carrier from spinal 

cord  to the brain and vice versa. Dermatomes is the severe  

pain in the line of the body. Peripheral neuropathy will 

cause the above disease. Due to this Dermatomes muscle 

movement, prevent normal sensation in the legs and causes 

heavy pain the body. There are two types of Peripheral 

neuropathy prevailing in the segment. One is 

Mononeuraphy which has got a syndrome carpal tunnel  and 

second is polyneuraphy which causes syndrome called Barre 

which is0 a rare disease which attacks central nerves 

system. The work flow system identifies these diseases  to 

the core and it is possible for  the doctors to give right 

medicine. The DAG representation, optimization measures, 

optimization dimensions, existing solutions for the 

optimization of science workflows, ETL in spark, 

optimization by obtaining traces from a server log file, 

optimization in a serverless environment are discussed in 

the analysis work. The existing works provide evaluation 

measures such as benchmark measures. The future works 

can be the optimization of a science workflow in a cloudlet, 

edge computing, fog computing and software-defined cloud 

environments and in IOM.  
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